
Medical Ethics and Christians:  
The Problem of Suffering 
 

Date: Thursday, April 30, 2015 
Time: 19:15 - 21:05 
Location: Tyndale Classroom 1 
 

The problem of evil and suffering is a perennial topic 

in philosophy of religion.  However, aside from the 

question of whether an all-powerful, good God 

would eliminate evil or not, there is the pastoral 

issue of how people handle suffering and how 

caregivers help people who are suffering. 

Besides the practical and pastoral issues, there are 

also ethical or moral issues which attend our current 

medical technologies. Should we help someone to 

die with dignity? Should we encourage humane 

palliative care understanding that suffering is one 

tool which God uses in character formation?  What 

is the meaning of illness and death for Christians?  
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Medical Ethics and Christians:  
Addressing HIV 
 

How should we as Christians deal with the HIV/ 

AIDS pandemic?  Too often too many Christians in 

North America and Europe avoid or ignore the 

problem. 

However, HIV/ AIDS is a world-wide problem and 

spans all socio-economic and political borders. 

Christians must think carefully about how they ought 

to be dealing with this situation. 

In this lecture our goal will to understand HIV 

transmission, examine profiles of people living with 

HIV, and look at modes for transmission 

containment.  

 

Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 
Time: 10:00  
Location: Tyndale Chapel 
 
 
 

Medical Ethics and Christians:  
Drugs & Addiction 
 

Many Christians think of drug addiction as a self-

imposed death sentence.  Some Christians feel that 

with the strength of the Holy Spirit and will power an 

addict ought to be able to overcome addiction. 

Life is seldom so neat.  People become drug addicts 

for many reasons: genetic predisposition, 

depression, to escape abusive situations, fear… 

The Christian community needs a strategy with 

which to help people struggling with addiction, as 

well preventative programs need to be put into 

place. 

The purpose of this lecture is to provide a Christians 

approached to the ethical issues around substance 

abuse.  

Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2015 
Time 11:00  
Location: Tyndale Chapel 

 

Medical Ethics and Christians:  
Disability & Biotechnologies 
 

Once long ago in Chicago Glenn Kaiser of 

Resurrection Band wrote a poignant song called 

“The Chair” in which he explored the pain suffered 

by a man trapped in a wheel chair and about how he 

suffered from the misconceptions of those around 

him. Just how does the Christian church address the 

needs of disabled persons? 

Aside from practical helps, e.g. wheel chair access 

ramps into buildings, there is a need to provide 

emotional support to people with disabilities. Too 

often we seem to ask the question: “Who sinned? 

He or his parents?” 

With advanced technologies we face a variety of 

questions about disabilities.  Many technologies now 

exist to prevent the birth of children with disabilities 

or debilitating illnesses. This lecture will provide a 

theology of disability and discuss pre-implantation 

genetic diagnosis [PGD]. 

Date: Thursday, April 30, 2015 
Time10:00 
Location: Tyndale Chapel 

 


